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Home AutomationSolutions for

ABOUT CARLO GAVAZZI

C arlo Gavazzi Automation is a 
multinational electronics group active 
in the design, manufacture and 
marketing of electronic equipment 
targeted at the global markets of 
industrial and building automation. 

Our history is full of fi rsts and our 
products are installed in a huge number 
of applications all over the world. 
With 80 years of successful operation, 
our experience is unparalleled. 
We have our headquarters in Europe 
and numerous offi ces around the 
world. 
Our R&D competence centres and 
production sites are located in 
Denmark, Italy, Lithuania, Malta and 

the People’s Republic of China. 
We operate worldwide through 21of 
our own sales companies and also 
selected representatives in more than 
65 countries, from the United States in 
the West to the Pacifi c Rim in the East. 
Our core competence in automation 
spans fi ve product lines : Sense, Switch, 
Control, Fieldbus and EcoEnergy 
equipment. 
Our wide array of products includes 
sensors, monitoring relays, timers, 
solid-state relays, electronic motor 
controllers, energy management 
equipment, fi eldbus systems and 
components for renewable energy. 

We focus our expertise on offering 
state-of-the-art product solutions in 
selected market segments. 

Our customers include original 
equipment manufacturers of packaging 
machines, plastic-injection moulding 
machines, food and beverage 
production machines, conveying and 
materials handling equipment, door 
and entrance control systems, lifts 
and escalators, as well as heating, 
ventilation and air-conditioning 
devices.
Our offer for the Home Automation 
consists of innovative solutions, 
designed to make a comfortable living 
environment, according to your mood 
and requirements as well as weather 
conditions.
Comfort, Security, Control, Flexibility 
and Ease are the synthesis of our 
commitment for and “intelligent” Home 
Automation system.

 Lighting
control

 Climate
control

 Blind and awning
control

 Gate and garage       
door control Alarms
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DESIGNED TO MARKET 
REQUIREMENTS

 Our Home Automation system is based 
on the Dupline® installationbus, which  
simplifi es the use of all the technological 
equipment in your home. With the most 
updated features in terms of comfort 
and convenience, the system allows total 
control of lighting, temperature,  blind and 
awnings at your fi ngertips.
It is a decentralized system, able to 
control and monitor lighting, roller blinds, 
heating, air conditioning and security. 
This innovative structure opens up 
new opportunities to reduce energy             
consumption and increase the comfort 
and safety of your home. Operation, 
service and maintenance are simplifi ed, 
with complete status overview, anytime 

and anywhere.
Home Automation product family includes 
a wide range of dedicated building 
automation components such as intelligent 
light switches, movement detectors, light 
intensity sensors, dimmers, relays and 
thermostats. 
All the components use the same two 
wires to link to the Controller, which 
makes it possible to implement intelligent 
functions by combining the signals from 
the different bus components. Compared 
to a traditional parallel-wired installation, 
the wiring of Carlo Gavazzi Home 
Automation system is easier hence the 
fl exibility for changes and enhancements 
is increased signifi cantly. 
This platform  is user friendly in all 
the project phases and delivers the 
applications in an economical way. The 

addressing and confi guration schemes 
are straightforward, the tools are few and 
easy to use, and wiring topology is open. 
Due to its high noise immunity, no special 
cable is required and the two bus-wires can 
follow the path of the main supply in the 
same cable or conduit. Consequently, both 
the power and communication capabilities 
needed by sensors and actuators in the 
building automation system are available 
throughout the installation.
The use of intelligent bus-powered  
components, like light switches, movement 
detectors, temperature sensors and de-
central relays, makes installation easy and 
fl exible, as there is no need to run bundles 
of wires back to the central control panel. 
The Controller offers a selection of 
predefi ned functions that simply need to 
be parameterized. 
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Home Automation

Easy handling
Training an electrician or engineer 
to install, code, test and confi gure 
a Dupline® system can be done in 
one day, because the addressing 
and confi guration scheme is straight-
forward, the tools are few and easy-to-
use, and there are very few rules to be 
considered and observed.

Simple programming
Confi guration is easily done with the free 
software tool that comes with each controller. 
The system can be programmed using your 
chosen names for the in and outputs. All 
automatic functions are pre-programmed 
so that you don’t need to make your own 
logic functions. Many installers can use the 
programming tool without training. 

 Bus intelligence made by experience 

 Bus and power in the same cable
The bus and power wires follow the 
same logical path. The “switch wires” 
needed in  conventional installations 
can be eliminated by use of de-central 
relays. The installation is fast and simple 
and last-minute changes are easily 
accommodated. No special cable or 
cable termination is required for the bus.
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 Extremely fl exible
The status of a given function can 
be controlled and read anywhere 
on the bus by several components 
simultaneously. This makes it easy to 
add new components to a function 
address or re-route a function, for 
example of a light switch. 
In addition, the possibility of using         
existing cabling can facilitate the 
installation considerably.

Cost-effective
Dupline® is designed with the purpose 
of reducing unnecessary hardware 
costs. This is particularly important 
with regard to small-size components, 
such as light switches, interfaces and 
input modules for window contacts, 
all of which highly infl uence the total 
material costs of the installation due 
to their large number. In addition, 
the simple wiring and confi guration, 
together with fl exibility, lead to a 
signifi cant reduction in installation and 
commissioning time.
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Home Automation

 Carlo Gavazzi offers integrated lighting 
automation and control. Lighting sets the 
perfect scene and creates the desired 
ambience for any occasion. Whether 
it is a movie night, an intimate dinner 
for two or a party with friends, lighting 
establishes the right mood.
The lights can create pre-programmed 
scenes to simulate the chosen lifestyle 
patterns. Dimmers do not just set the 
right atmosphere and create specifi c 
entertainment options, they can save 
money too. Most of the time we do not 
need to set our lights to full brightness 
to light a room, and if you dim your 
lights you are using less energy to 
run them. This is the aim of the new 
dimming technology by Carlo Gavazzi, 

in addition to the integration of brand 
new energy-saving alternatives such as 
LED lamps.
The garden lights can be turned on by a 
light level sensor, whereas the entrance 
lights can be activated by a movement 
sensor.
Occupancy sensing, which turns off 

lights when they are not needed, 
makes Carlo Gavazzi solutions ideal 
also for special applications such as 
light management in corridors and 
staircases. 
Comfort and energy saving at a single 
touch are assured, without sacrifi cing 
style or convenience.

Light Switches Light Switches PIR 
Detectors

LUX 
Sensors

Dimmer
Module

I/O
Modules

B4X-LS4
B5X-LS4 

BEX-WLS4  B4X-PIR90 
B5X-PIR90 
BSX-PIR90

BSH-LUX SH2D500W230 BH4-RE16A8-230
BDA-INVOL
BDA-RE13A

 Lighting control 
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 Carlo Gavazzi maintains your home 
at a comfortable level at all times, 
monitoring temperature and humidity 
levels automatically.
There is no need to get up or even 
be at home to adjust the temperature: 
with our Home Automation range 
of products you can control multiple 

zones from one location and easily 
pre-set temperature set points. 
You can keep your home at a 
more energy effi cient temperature 
while you are out and programme 
it to automatically adjust to more 
comfortable levels by the time you get 
home.

Coming home early? Use your mobile 
phone or PC to control the climate 
remotely, even monitoring the wine 
cellar or greenhouse temperature and 
humidity level.

The Home Automation system by Carlo 
Gavazzi also helps you to save energy 
and money: demand-based energy use 
can be achieved via a timer program 
with a temperature profi le or even via 
a presence signal. As the temperature 
variables of all the rooms are available 
centrally via the bus system, heating 
and cooling energy can be generated 
according to demand and with a high 
level of effi ciency.

Temperature 
Control with 

display

Temperature 
Control

Outdoor 
Temperature 

Sensor

I/O
Modules

I/O
Modules

Solid State 
Relay

Modules

B4X-TEMDIS 
B5X-TEMDIS 

BSO-TEMDIG  
BEL-TEMANA

BSI-TEMANA
BSI-TEMANAB

BH4-RE16A4-230 BH8-RE20A4-230 BH4-SSTRI8-230
BDA-SSTRI1

 Climate control
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Home Automation

 The installation of intelligent control 
technology in houses allows for the 
fl exible control of blinds and shutters. 
In this way you can select various 
control options as: 
• Classic control with conventional 

buttons and switches 
• Control from remote PCs and 

smartphones 
• Connection of multiple blinds/

shutters to groups
• Realization of central functions 

such as “all up” buttons, “all blinds 
on the south side up” or similar

Thanks to full fl exibility, it is possible 
to change switch assignment. Shutter-
groups can be created at any time 
through our confi guration software.

Furthermore, automation can be 
specifi ed to respond to a number of 
different factors:
• Solar control, where the device 

operates automatically when a 
certain intensity of light is received 
by the sensor.

• Timers may be specifi ed.

 Blind and awning control 

Anemometer LUX
Sensor

DC up&down
Module

AC up&down
Modules

BSN-ANE BSH-LUX BH4-RO5ADC2-230 BH4-RO5A2-230 
BDC-RO5A-230 

• An anemometer (wind speed 
sensor) is fi tted so that the blind is 
retracted in windy conditions.

• Rain sensors may be used in order 
not to wet the blinds or dirty the 
window glass.
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 With our components, just one 
touch opens gates and front doors 
automatically, protecting you from 
rain or cold and giving you a perfect 
welcome home. 

All this without forgetting safety: 
thanks to special sensors, accidental 
closure of  gates and garage doors is 
prevented.

Moreover, using the PD98 sensor 
means for easy wall mounting without 
building the sensor into the wall. The 
sensing angle reduces light interference 
and a tester reveals malfunctions or 
disconnected sensor.

Wireless
Key-ring

Photoelectric 
Sensors

DC up&down
Module

AC up&down
Modules

BDF-WLS3 PD-98 BH4-RO5ADC2-230 BH4-RO5A2-230 
BH4-R05A2-230

 Gate and garage door control
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Home Automation

Carlo Gavazzi protects your home.
A water leakage in your kitchen or 
laundry room can be immediately 
detected by a sensor at fl oor level and 
the water supply will be interrupted, 
preventing loss and damage. At the 
same time an SMS message will 
promptly inform you when you are 
away from home.
Smoke detectors at different locations 
in your house are the main elements 
in the fi re alarm system, and can be 
combined with other functions, for 
example lights can be switched on and 
fans switched off in case of fi re.
The intruder alarms can be programmed 
so that house lights fl ash when there is 
a security breach, as well as sounding 

the siren.  Switching lights on and off 
in each room at two-second intervals is 
psychologically distracting and makes 
it extremely diffi cult for an intruder to 
search for jewellery and information 
such as credit card details. It also 
draws attention to the house from 
outside, further deterring any intruder 

from their actions. The system can also 
play back loud music or alarm sounds 
in each room, to further persuade the 
intruder to leave. Naturally, the police 
can be notifi ed automatically, along 
with key-holders and other designated 
people.

 Alarms

Infrared
Detectors

Magnetic
Proximity
Sensors

Keypad for 
Access Control Smoke Alarm Water Alarm Alarm Input 

Module

BSQ-PIR360
BSX-PIR90
BEL-PIR90

BSE-MAG
BSK-MAG

BACC-KEYPAD-DC BSG-SMO
BSG-SMOA

BSF-WAT BDD-INCON
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 Entertainment scenario
• TV and Home Theatre 
• Music Surround
• Lights 
• Heating or Air Conditioning
• Roller Blinds 

Holidays scenario
• Heating
• Alarms
• Roller Blinds  
• Doors and Windows 
• Automatic Irrigation 
• Automatic turn on/off of lights 

Night & Day scenario
• Roller Blinds & Awnings
• Exterior Lighting
• Heating or Air Conditioning
• Automatic Irrigation (at the set 

time)

Touch Screen Touch Screen IR Remote Control

BTM-T4
BTM-T7

BTM-T12-230 BEL-IRXB&08
BEL-IRXSTD8

 Scenarios
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Home Automation

 The heart of the installation is the 
controller. It is an advanced Windows 
based controller, which manages all 
the automatic functions in your system. 
The controller organizes the 
communication on the bus, which can 
handle up to 256 addresses split into 
128 inputs and 128 outputs. If this 
is not enough, up to 3 external bus 
modules can be connected, bringing 
the total number of addresses up to 
1024. 
The bus is also delivering power to 
all the de-central products like light 
switches, thermostats and movement 
detectors. The controller itself can be 
powered by 230V AC or DC power 
from a battery or power supply.

The system will continue operating 
after power failure by use of the back-
up battery.
It has communications for Ethernet 
where data can be monitored and 
controlled. 
A GSM-modem can be connected so 
that you can control your system by 
sending SMS-messages to your house.
A PC is needed to run the easy 3-step 
free programming tool, which will 
guide you through the sequence of 
house programming:

1. Enter all the rooms and the 
necessary modules

2. Enter all the names of input and  
outputs on the modules

3. Enter all the functions room 
by room for Light, Blinds, 
Heating, Air-conditioning and 
Ventilation,Windows and Alarms 
(like burglar alarms, smoke alarms 
and water alarms). All control 
combinations of light switches, PIR 
detectors, LUX sensors, real time 
functions, for light and dimmers are 
pre-programmed, so that the only 
thing left for you to do is to enter 
the names for the modules that are 
controlling the output. The same 
procedure applies for the control of 
roller blinds, windows and alarms.

 The controller

 Programmable 
Controller

 Extension bus 
Module

 Extension GSM 
Module

 BH8-CTRLX-230  BH4-CTRLAB-230  BH4-CTRLAG
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You cannot always pull wires around 
each corner of the house.
Especially in renovation of existing 
buildings, it can be a benefi t to use 
wireless de-central products like light 
switches and  PIR detectors. The 
wireless products operate in the same 
way as the bus-wired ones, so that the 

fi nal user does not notice when he is 
activating a bus-wired or a battery 
driven light switch. Futhermore, when 
programming the system there is no 
difference in setting bus-wired or 
wireless products.
A central wireless base unit is 
connected to the bus, where it receives 

the inputs from the wireless products 
and transmits the signal to the bus, that 
controls light or activates a roller blind. 

 Wireless system

Wireless Base
Units

Wireless Light  
Switches PIR Detector Wireless

Key-ring
Remote
Control

Programming 
and Test Units Separator

BH4-WBU-230
BH4-WBUA-230

BEA-WLS4
BEW-WLS4
BEG-WLS4

BED-WPIR-BAT BDF-WLS3 BDF-WLS8 BGP-COD-BAT
BGP-TEST-SP

BHD-SEP-230
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Home AutomationOur product range

BEx-WLS4

• 4 individually programmable push 
buttons

• 3 V battery supply (CR2032)
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Wall mounting  

 

MAIN FEATURES
• Developed to fi t into wall socket and 

frames from Elko
• Range up to 100 m in open air
• Battery life: up to 5 years at normal use

BDB-INCON/BDB-IOCP

• Small-sized 4 or 8-channel monostable 
transmitter and receiver

• 4 or 8 contact inputs for push buttons
• Input pulse prolongation
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

MAIN FEATURES
• Compact housing
• Bus powered

BDF-WLS8

• Transmitter for building automation 
applications

• 8 individually programmable push-
buttons

• 2 x AAA battery used as supply
• Battery life: up to 5 years at normal 

use 

MAIN FEATURES
• Compact housing
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Range up to 40 m in open air

B4X-LS4/B5X-LS

• 4 individually programmable push 
button inputs

• 4 individually programmable LEDs for 
true response

• Bus powered, no external supply 
required

• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

MAIN FEATURES
• B4X-LS4: Developed to fi t into wall 

socket and frames from Fuga, NIKO 
and Bticino

• B5X-LS4: Developed to fi t into wall 
socket and frames from Elko, Gira and 
Jung

Wireless 
light switch

Light switch 
interface Remote controlLight switch

BSM-CAPSTD1

• Transmitter for building automation 
applications

• 1 programmable push button
• Bus powered, no external supply 

required

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Mounting behind blind fl ange

Touch button

BDG-WLS4

• Wireless transmitter for building 
automation applications

• 4 individually programmable inputs
• 3 V battery supply (CR2032)
• Battery life: up to 5 years at normal use

MAIN FEATURES
• Compact housing
• Range up to 100 m in open air
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Wireless transmitter

B4X/B5X/BSD/BSP/
BEL-PIR90
BSQ-PIR360
 
• Passive infrared detector (PIR)
• Detects movement by e.g. a person
• Indoor and outdoor applications
• Operating angle: 90° and 360° 

  
MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Bus powered
• Walk test: LED indication

PIR detector

BSD-WPIR-BAT

• Passive infrared detector (PIR)
• Detects movement by e.g. a person
• Indoor applications
• Operating distance: 10 m
• Operating angle: 70°

MAIN FEATURES
• Supplied 2 x AAA battery
• Wireless range up to 100 m in open air
• Battery lifetime approximately 1 year

Wireless 
PIR detector
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Our product range

BSH-LUX

• AnaLink transmitter with built-in light 
intensity sensor

• Measuring range: A: 5-5000 LUX,                 
B: 3000-300.000 LUX

• Uses only 1 channel

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Easily mountable
• Bus powered

Analink transmitter

B D A - R E 1 3 A / B D A -
INVOL

• Small sized single relay output
• Load: 13 A/250 VAC
• Withstands 130 A inrush current

MAIN FEATURES
• 1-channel monostable transmitter
• 1 opto-isolated voltage input 90-265 

VAC
• Bus powered

Monostable transmitter

BOW-LUX

• For daylight regulation applications
• Bus powered
• For ceiling mounting

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• OPUS housing

Analink transmitter

BSJ-REMST64

• Handheld infrared remote controller
• 8 channel transmitter (possible to 

increase the number of channels to 64)
• Designed and coded for BSJ-IRX8 and                           

BOW-IRXSTD8 IR receiver

MAIN FEATURES
• Operating distance: 15 m
• Supplied via 2 x 1.5 V micro batteries 

(AA)

Infrared remote 
controller

BEL-IRXB&08

• IR Receiver for B&O light remote control
• 8 channel transmitter
   
   
   
   
    
  
MAIN FEATURES
• Bus powered, no external supply 

required
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Receiver

BH4-RE16A8/BH4-RE16A4

• 4 and 8-channel receiver
• LED-indications for supply, carrier and 

outputs
• AC power supply

MAIN FEATURES
• H4-housing
• For mounting on DIN-rail (EN 50022)
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Receiver

BH4-D230W2/BH6-
D500W/BH4-D10V/
BH4-DD10V
• Switching and dimming negative or 

positive phase angle dimming  and 
adjustable ballasts 1 to 10 V

• Up to 500 W load
• 4 lighting scenes
• LED indication for alarm, bus OK and 

output

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• 4 and 6 DIN housing
• Soft start/stop

Switching and 
dimming

SH2D500W230

• Universal dimmer switch for R, L, C up 
to 500 W and LED loads

•   Automatic load detection for L, R, C 
loads

•   Integrated heat sink for temperature 
dissipation

•  Minimum load 3 W
•  LED indication for alarm, bus OK and 

output

MAIN FEATURES
• Push button for local on/off and 

dimming
• 2 DIN housing
• Soft start/stop

Switching and                  
dimming
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Home AutomationOur product range

BH8-RE20A4-230

• 4-channel receiver for 4 outputs
• Relay load: 20 A
• Module load: 80 A (20 A per relay)
• Galvanically separated SPST relay 

outputs
• H8-housing

MAIN FEATURES
• LED-indications for supply, carrier and 

outputs
• AC power supply
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Receiver

BSI-TEMANA
BSI-TEMANAB

• AnaLink temperature transmitter with 
built-in Pt 1000 sensor

• Temperature range: -30°C to +60°C 
(-22° to +140°F)

• Uses only 1 channel
• BSI-TEMANA is delivered with a M12 

plug
• BSI-TEMANAB is delivered with 2 m 

cable

MAIN FEATURES
• Easily mountable
• Bus powered
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Temperature 
transmitter

BDA-SSTR1

• Small sized single solid state relay 
output

• Load: 10 Watt
• Bus powered

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Low power consumption

Solid state relay

BH4-SSTRI8-230

• 8-channel receiver with triac output
• Module load: 8 x 10 Watt
• For mounting on DIN-rail (EN50022)
• LED-indications for supply, carrier and 

outputs

MAIN FEATURES
• AC power supply
• H4-housing
• Channel coding by BGT-COD-BAT

Receiver

BSN-ANE

• AnaLink anemometer
• Measuring range: 2 m/s to 25 m/s
• Uses only 1 channel
• Built-in alarm output with 7 preset values

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Easily mountable
• Bus powered

Anemometer

BDC-RO5Axx

• Up/down control of 2 rollerblind motors
• AC or DC motors
• LED-indications for supply carrier and 

motor up/down
• Up/Down interlocking for each motor

MAIN FEATURES
• 4 DIN-rail mounting
• AC or DC power supply
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Up/Down control

BSE-MAG/BSK-MAG

• ABS housing and aluminium cylindrical
• Ø11and  Ø19,8 housing
• Sensing distance: up to 10 m

MAIN FEATURES
• Bus powered
• Freely channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT 

with Adapt 1605

Interface protection

B4X-TEMDIS
B5X-TEMDIS

• Temperature controller with display
• Shows current room temperature and 

outdoor temperature
• Turns on/off heating and cooling
• Energy Save through night setback 

temperature
• 4 programmable LEDs

MAIN FEATURES
• Bus powered
• B4X: Developed to fi t into wall socket 

from Fuga, NICO an Bticino
• B5X: Developed to fi t into wall socket 

from Elko, Gira and Jung

Temperature display
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Our product range

BACC-KEYPAD-DC

• Keypad for building access control and 
alarm control

• Indoor or outdoor applications
• 28 user-programmable codes
• Programmable LED indication
• Buzzer output

MAIN FEATURES
• DC power supply
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT

Programming unit

BDD-INCON4

• Small-sized 4-channel monostable 
transmitter

• 4 contacts or NPN transistor inputs
• LED-indications for supply and carrier
• LED-indication for armed when using 

bus supply
• 3-wire system with bus and supply of 

module through external power supply

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Open PCB with terminal connection
• Bracket for DIN-rail mounting available

Water detection 
sensor

BSF-WAT

• Integrated water sensor input
• Water resistant PCB with screw 

terminals
• External input for Felson moisture cable
• Constant monitoring of sensor 

sensitivity via bus

MAIN FEATURES
• Easily mountable with unique mounting 

bracket
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• Bus powered

Water detection 
sensor

BSG-SMO/BSG-SMOA

• Detection of smouldering fi res and 
fl aming fi res with smoke development

• Without radioactive sources
• Detection of up to 60 m2

• Transmission of alarms and Alive signal 
via bus

MAIN FEATURES
• Battery backup if the connection is 

interrupted
• Operating voltage Bus powered
• Constant monitoring of sensor 

sensitivity via bus

Smoke detector

BTM-T10/BTM-T12

• 10,4’’ and 12,1’’ touch screen 
• User defi ned screens via Confi guration 

Tool
• Windows CE6.0

MAIN FEATURES
• Ethernet connection
• 12 Vdc adapter supplied

Touch screen

BTM-T4/BTM-T7

• 4,3’’ and 7’’ colour displays
• Energy datalogging from meters and PV 

inverters
• Function control
• User defi ned screens via Confi guration 

Tool or Wizard studio

MAIN FEATURES
• Ethernet connection
• Wide screen display, 64K colours
• USB port, SD memory, Modbus RTU 

serial port

Touch screen/
data logger

BH4-WBUX-230

• Transceiver for building automation 
applications

• Easy to install in both old and new 
installations

• Unlimited number of connected wireless 
switches BH4-WBU-230

MAIN FEATURES
• DIN-rail mounting
• Range up to 100 m in open air

Wireless 
base unit

BH2-SEP-230

• Separates primary and secondary side, 
if a short circuit is detected

• Uses 2 channels

MAIN FEATURES
• Channel coding by BGP-COD-BAT
• H2 Housing
• For mounting on DIN-rail 

Separator
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Home Automation
BGP-COD-BAT

• Portable programming unit
• Individual coding of every input or 

output
• Group coding of an entire module
• Reading of codes
• Editing of channel codes

MAIN FEATURES
• 5-key tactile keyboard
• Battery powered
• LED display 4 x 8 LEDs

Programming unit

BGP-TEST-SP

• Portable test unit
• Monitoring of channel status
• LCD-display
• 12-key tactile keyboard
• Bus powered

MAIN FEATURES
• Dual-group reading
• Analog BCD reading
• Split I/O channel reading

Test unit

Our product range
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OUR SALES NETWORK IN EUROPE

OUR SALES NETWORK IN NORTH AMERICA

OUR SALES NETWORK IN ASIA AND PACIFIC

OUR COMPETENCE CENTRES AND PRODUCTION SITES

HEADQUARTERS

AUSTRIA - Carlo Gavazzi GmbH
Ketzergasse 374, A-1230 Wien
Tel: +43 1 888 4112
Fax: +43 1 889 10 53
offi ce@carlogavazzi.at

BELGIUM - Carlo Gavazzi NV/SA
Schaarbeeklei 213/3, B-1800 Vilvoorde
Tel: +32 2 257 4120
Fax: +32 2 257 41 25
sales@carlogavazzi.be

DENMARK - Carlo Gavazzi Handel A/S
Over Hadstenvej 40, DK-8370 Hadsten
Tel: +45 89 60 6100
Fax: +45 86 98 15 30
handel@gavazzi.dk

FINLAND - Carlo Gavazzi OY AB
Petaksentie 2-4, FI-00661 Helsinki
Tel: +358 9 756 2000
Fax: +358 9 756 20010
myynti@gavazzi.fi 

USA - Carlo Gavazzi Inc.
750 Hastings Lane,
USA-Buffalo Grove, IL 60089,
Tel: +1 847 465 6100
Fax: +1 847 465 7373
sales@carlogavazzi.com

SINGAPORE - Carlo Gavazzi Automation
Singapore Pte. Ltd.
61 Tai Seng Avenue
#05-06 UE Print Media Hub
Singapore 534167
Tel: +65 67 466 990
Fax: +65 67 461 980

Carlo Gavazzi Industri A/S
Hadsten - DENMARK

Carlo Gavazzi Automation
(Kunshan) Co., Ltd.
Kunshan - CHINA

Carlo Gavazzi Automation SpA
Via Milano, 13 - I-20020
Lainate (MI) - ITALY
Tel: +39 02 931 761
info@gavazziautomation.com

ITALY - Carlo Gavazzi SpA
Via Milano 13, I-20020 Lainate
Tel: +39 02 931 761
Fax: +39 02 931 763 01
info@gavazziacbu.it

NETHERLANDS - Carlo Gavazzi BV
Wijkermeerweg 23,
NL-1948 NT Beverwijk
Tel: +31 251 22 9345
Fax: +31 251 22 60 55
info@carlogavazzi.nl

NORWAY - Carlo Gavazzi AS
Melkeveien 13, N-3919 Porsgrunn
Tel: +47 35 93 0800
Fax: +47 35 93 08 01
post@gavazzi.no

PORTUGAL - Carlo Gavazzi Lda
Rua dos Jerónimos 38-B,
P-1400-212 Lisboa
Tel: +351 21 361 7060
Fax: +351 21 362 13 73
carlogavazzi@carlogavazzi.pt

MEXICO - Carlo Gavazzi Mexico S.A. de C.V.
Oxford No. 30 Col. Juárez
Del. Cuauhtemoc C.P. 06600 México, D.F.   
Tel & Fax: +52.55.5373.7042
mexicosales@carlogavazzi.com

CHINA - Carlo Gavazzi Automation
(China) Co. Ltd.
Unit 2308, 23/F.,
News Building, Block 1,1002
Middle Shennan Zhong Road,
Shenzhen, China
Tel: +86 755 83699500
Fax: +86 755 83699300

Carlo Gavazzi Controls SpA
Belluno - ITALY

FRANCE - Carlo Gavazzi Sarl
Zac de Paris Nord II, 69, rue de la Belle
Etoile, F-95956 Roissy CDG Cedex
Tel: +33 1 49 38 98 60
Fax: +33 1 48 63 27 43
french.team@carlogavazzi.fr

GERMANY - Carlo Gavazzi GmbH
Pfnorstr. 10-14
D-64293 Darmstadt
Tel: +49 6151 81000
Fax: +49 6151 81 00 40
info@gavazzi.de

GREAT BRITAIN - Carlo Gavazzi UK Ltd
7 Springlakes Industrial Estate,
Deadbrook Lane, Hants GU12 4UH,
GB-Aldershot
Tel: +44 1 252 339600
Fax: +44 1 252 326 799
sales@carlogavazzi.co.uk

CANADA - Carlo Gavazzi Inc.
2660 Meadowvale Boulevard,
CDN-Mississauga Ontario L5N 6M6,
Tel: +1 905 542 0979
Fax: +1 905 542 22 48
gavazzi@carlogavazzi.com

MALAYSIA - Carlo Gavazzi Automation
(M) SDN. BHD.
D12-06-G, Block D12,
Pusat Perdagangan Dana 1,
Jalan PJU 1A/46, 47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 3 7842 7299
Fax: +60 3 7842 7399

Carlo Gavazzi Ltd
Zejtun - MALTA

SPAIN - Carlo Gavazzi SA
Avda. Iparraguirre, 80-82,
E-48940 Leioa (Bizkaia)
Tel: +34 94 480 4037
Fax: +34 94 480 10 61
gavazzi@gavazzi.es

SWEDEN - Carlo Gavazzi AB
V:a Kyrkogatan 1,
S-652 24 Karlstad
Tel: +46 54 85 1125
Fax: +46 54 85 11 77
info@carlogavazzi.se

SWITZERLAND - Carlo Gavazzi AG
Verkauf Schweiz/Vente Suisse
Sumpfstrasse 32,
CH-6312 Steinhausen
Tel: +41 41 747 4535
Fax: +41 41 740 45 40
info@carlogavazzi.ch

HONG KONG - Carlo Gavazzi
Automation Hong Kong Ltd.
Unit 3 12/F Crown Industrial Bldg.,
106 How Ming St., Kwun Tong,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 23041228
Fax: +852 23443689

Uab Carlo Gavazzi Industri Kaunas
Kaunas - LITHUANIA
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Printed on 100% recycled paper
produced using

post consumer de-inked waste. www.gavazziautomation.com




